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Summer Holidays
❝I’m too old, too experienced to worry about 
European heads of government taking credit for 
my achievements❞ 

❝…we can’t let Turkey slip into oblivion. I’m not 
in favour of ending the accession talks, as the 
European Parliament [and the Austrian Foreign 
minister] have demanded❞ 

So who would or could decide to cut Turkey 
loose? Like Brexit, no precedent.

Jean-Claude Juncker

The Three Amigos: 
European Commission 
President



Summer Holidays

The president of the 
Parliament signs off on the 
EU budget and on most EU 
legislation

Antonio Trajani

The Three Amigos: 
European Parliament 
President 



Summer Holidays

The president of the 
Parliament signs off on the 
EU budget and on most EU 
legislation

Martin Schulz

The Three Amigos: 
European Parliament 
President 

Used to be this fellow… 



Summer Holidays

Brigitte Macron 
No First Lady 

First mis-step in the moralisation 
of public life 



Sea Change… 
PC reflexes now seem distant, quaint. 
Le Monde no longer quite the “Daily 
Genuflect” or “Journal of Reverence” it 
once was under the ideologues, Hollande 
and Cazeneuve. 

The former ruling Socialist Party goes from 
power to near-extinction in 5 years of 
conflict, policy failure, and rabid PC tirades.

❝When you change the 
Government, you change the 
country❞ — John Howard 

The media incite the government, 
and the government the media: a 
closed ecological system. 

The “Disappeared” 
Elite of Political Correctness 
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once was under the ideologues, Hollande 
and Cazeneuve. 
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Priority for the return to work 
(rentrée)? ❝The great challenge 
will be the reform of the labour 
market❞ — D. Cohn-Bendit 

Ecologist Troublemaker Clown MEP 
Daniel Cohn-Bendit



Sea Change… 
PC reflexes now seem distant, quaint. 
Le Monde no longer quite the “Daily 
Genuflect” or “Journal of Reverence” it 
once was under the ideologues, Hollande 
and Cazeneuve. 

The former ruling Socialist Party goes from 
power to near-extinction in 5 years of 
conflict, policy failure, and rabid PC tirades.

Priority for the return to work 
(rentrée)? ❝The great challenge 
will be the reform of the labour 
market❞ — D. Cohn-Bendit 

Leader of the 1968 student revolt 
Daniel Cohn-Bendit



Monday, 4th September 

La rentrée: 
Back to school & 
government 

Meanwhile…. 

What the French fear most, 
according to the CNCDH - 
National Consultative 
Commission on Human Rights

First Preoccupations

“57% think too many migrants come to 
France purely for the social protection”

Holiday review of the mainstream media



Monday, 4th September 

La rentrée: Autumn Agenda 
Unions fear the “Uberisation” 
of time, zero-dollar 
contracts, social dumping 

Decrees on reform of the labour 
market 
Reform of the Assembly 
End of state of emergency 
Senatorial elections 24/9 
Reduction of deficit below 3% of 
GDP 
Social security funding

Holiday review of the mainstream media

First Preoccupations



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Thomas Piketty blogs in English for 
Le Monde 

The Macron and Corbyn supporter 
recently proved that capitalism 
was a Bad Thing

Holiday review of the mainstream media



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Régis Debray  interviewed in the 
Review of Two Worlds 

The sometime friend of Che Guevara and 
Salvador Allende writes, ❝Europe is going to 
disappear… but it’s not the end of the world!❞ 
America has modelled our world, but Europe still 
has a part to play: to become a new Vienna: the 
artistic, intellectual and cultural nursery of the 
future… We’re on our way to a “joyous 
Apocalypse”. 

Essay | Civilisation: How we have all become 
American

Holiday review of the mainstream media



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

DE GAULLE 

He reformed France in a hundred 
days. A history lesson.

Holiday review of the mainstream media



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Jean-Claude Juncker, President of 
the European Commission, puts the 
screws on Poland.

Return to the rule of law, or face 
sanctions. “Europe” (sic) no 
longer has confidence in 
Warsaw…

Holiday review of the mainstream media



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Jean-Claude Juncker, President of 
the European Commission, puts the 
screws on Poland

The Supreme Court is just an 
unpatriotic nuisance. 

Holiday review of the mainstream media

Jaroslaw (not Lech) Kaczyński



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Grappling with the law on the 
moralisation of public life. 

❝A baptism of fire for the new 
deputies of Macron’s majority La 
République en Marche (LREM)❞ - 
says the Vatican newspaper.

Holiday review of the mainstream media

Macron’s inexperienced majority



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Gilles-William Goldnadel, Lawyer 

The strange case of Sarah Halimi and the 
silence of the media. 

A poor Jewish woman is murdered by her 
muslim neighbour. The French media 
remain silent. 

The man is whisked away, not for 
prosecution, but for diagnosis.

Holiday review of the mainstream media



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Gilles-William Goldnadel, Lawyer 

❝The Right lost the elections 
because it didn’t dare talk about 
immigration❞

Holiday review of the mainstream media



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Pierre Vermeren, Historian 

❝Europe is the priority for the 
Muslim Brotherhood❞ And with 
the support of the Turkish state.

Holiday review of the mainstream media



A bewildering array 
of sources.. 

Georges Bensoussan, Author 
“Territories Lost to the Republic” 

Social, territorial, cultural 
fracture; disarray in the sense of 
identity. 

❝The questions that feed the 
anxiety of the French have been 
set aside❞

Holiday review of the mainstream media



The rise in the Euro: 
The Franco-German 
Odd Couple 

Which language is that?

2016 Current Account 

France | €19Bn deficit 
Germany | €261Bn surplus

Ministers for the Economy & Finance 
Bruno Le Maire & 

Wolfgang Schäuble 
Brussels, 23 May 2017

The Issues



The rise in the Euro: 
Good for German savers 
Bad for growth in France 

Deformation of the Euro: 
€ 6.8% overvalued for France 
€ 18% undervalued for Germany 
But only one exchange rate… 
Source | IMF 2016 
And what about Greece?

“Bercy” 

French Minister for the Economy & Finance 
Bruno Le Maire

The Issues



The rise in the Euro: 
Good for German savers 
Bad for growth in France 

Deformation of the Euro: 
€ 6.8% overvalued for France 
€ 18% undervalued for Germany 
But only one exchange rate… 
Source | IMF 2016 
And what about Greece?

Detlev-Rohwedder-Haus, Berlin 

German Federal Minister of Finance 
Wolfgang Schäuble

The Issues



Treuhandanstalt 
“Trust Agency” 
Established 1990 by GDR Govt. 
Restructure & sell 8,500 state-
owned companies prior to German 
reunification 
Over 4M employees 
World’s largest industrial 
enterprise at the time

Detlev Karsten Rohwedder 
Treuhand Manager 
SDP Member 
Assassinated 1st April 1991 by sniper fire 
at his house in Düsseldorf 
Red Army Faction claimed responsibility

The Issues



Reform of the Labour 
Market 

Passage of reforms by decree 
Enabling legislation now passed 
by Assembly and Senate by large 
majorities

But over the dead bodies of 

Philippe Martinez 
Jean-Luc Mélenchon

GenSec Confédération Générale du Travail 
Philippe Martinez

The Issues



Reform of the Labour 
Market 

Passage of reforms by decree 
Enabling legislation now passed 
by Assembly and Senate by large 
majorities

But over the dead bodies of 

Philippe Martinez 
Jean-Luc Mélenchon x 7

Leader of La France Insoumise 
Jean-Luc Mélenchon

The Issues



Shift in Current Account Balance in US$Bn 1980-2008 
(Source | IMF) 

A current account surplus indicates that the value of a country's net foreign assets (i.e. 
assets less liabilities) grew over the period in question, and a current account deficit 

indicates that it shrank. (Source | Wikipedia)

The Issues



Balance of Payments 
Current Account 
Capital Account 

Debt 
National/Internal 
Foreign/External 

Current Account 
Nation’s nett income/Balance of Trade 
Nett earnings on foreign investments 
Nett cash transfers 

Capital Account 
Nett change in ownership of national assets

The Issues



Macro-Economic +/− Feedback Loops 
First principles, or… 

The systems-approach as cover for economic illiteracy 
What drives changes in this pattern over time? 
How can the China Black Hole effect be arrested? 
What is the role of markets and media? 

The Issues


